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Abstract

pIt is known that a quantum computer can search an unordered list of

N items using
look-ups, which is quadratically faster than any classical algorithm. We examine the
casep where the list is ordered, and show that no quantum computer can do with fewer than
( log N = log log N ) look-ups.

O( N )

1 Introduction
Search is a basic operation in computer science and its complexity for classical computers has
been well studied [Knu98]. It is known that a classical randomized algorithm that searches for
some speci c item in an unordered list of length N has to query at least N=2 items of the list in
order to have success probability  2=3. In contrast, pa quantum computer can make queries in
superposition
and can search such a list using only O( N ) queries [Gro96]. It is known that the
p
O( N ) is optimal [BBBV97, BBHT98, Zal97, BBC+ 98, Gro98]. If we do not want to allow a small
error probability then even a quantum computer needs N queries [BBC+ 98].
Until recently, not much attention had been paid to the quantum complexity of searching a list
which is ordered according to some key- eld of the items. Classically, we can search such a list with
only log N queries using binary search (each query can e ectively halve the relevant part of the
list: looking at the key of the middle item of the list tells you whether the item you are searching
for is in the rst or the second half of the list); log N is also the classical lower bound, even in
the bounded-error case. How much better can we do on a quantum computer? We show that a
quantum
computer cannot improve this much more than a square-root: we prove a lower bound of
p
( log N= log log N ) queries for bounded-error quantum search in this setting. The proof shows
how searching an ordered list of N items enables us to retrieve the whole contents of an ordered
list of log N bits. For the latter problem a tight bound is known [BBC+ 98, FGGS98a, vD98].
Our lower bound was the rst for quantum ordered search (it rst appeared in [BW98]). It has
recently been improved by means of a di erent proof technique to (log N )=2 log log N [FGGS98b]
and then to (log N )=12 ? O(1) [Amb99]. Thus at most a linear speed-up is possible over classical
computers. Such a linear quantum speed-up is indeed possible: an upper bound of 0:53 log N can
be achieved [FGGS99].

2 De nitions
In this section we brie y de ne the setting of quantum gate networks and queries.
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A qubit is a superposition 0 j0i + 1 j1i of both values of a classical bit. Similarly, a register of
m qubits is a superposition ji of all 2m classical bitstrings of m bits, written

ji =

X

k2f0;1gm

k jki:

Here k ispP
a complex number, called the amplitude of state jki. The (Euclidean) norm of ji is
k ji k= k j k j2. The (Euclidean) distance between ji and j i is k ji ? j i k. We use j~0i to
denote the state where all qubits are zero. If b is a bit, b denotes its negation.
If we observe or measure ji we will see one andPonly one jki. The probability of seeing one
speci c jki is given by j k j2 . Hence we must have k2f0;1gm j k j2 = 1. After observing ji and
seeing jki, the superposition ji has collapsed to jki.
If we do not observe a state, quantum mechanics tells us that it will evolve unitarily. This
means that the vector of amplitudes is transformed according to a linear operator that preserves
norm (so the sum of the amplitudes squared remains 1). A unitary operator U always has an
inverse U ?1 , which equals its conjugate transpose U  . A quantum gate network working on m
qubits is like a classical circuit working on m classical bits, except that instead of AND, OR, and
NOT-gates we have quantum gates which operate unitarily on one or more qubits. A quantum gate
network transforms an initial state into a nal state much in the way a classical circuit transforms
its input into one or more output bits. It is known that operations on one or two qubits at a
time are sucient to build any unitary transformation [BBC+ 95]. The most common measure of
complexity of a quantum gate network is the number of elementary quantum gates it contains, but
in this paper we will disregard this and only count the number of queries. We will use the term
`quantum algorithm' loosely, to refer to a quantum network or a family of networks for di erent
input sizes.
We formalize a query on an ordered list as follows, abstracting from the speci c contents of
the key eld. The list is viewed as a list of N bits, X = (x0 ; : : : ; xN ?1 ), and there is an unknown
number i such that xj = 1 i j  i. We call i the step of X . Here xj is the result of a comparison,
indicating whether the j th item on the list has a key-value smaller or equal to the value we are
looking for. The goal is to nd the number i, which is the point in the list where the looked-for
item resides, using as few queries as possible. In quantum network terms, a query corresponds to
a gate that maps

jj; b; wi ! jj; b  xj ; wi:

Thus the bit xj is XORed into some speci c bit b of the input; w represents the workspace, which
remains una ected. With some abuse of notation we denote this unitary transformation by X , and
sometimes call it a `black-box'.
In terms of linear algebra, a quantum gate network A with T queries can be viewed as follows:
rst A applies some unitary operation U0 to the initial state, then it applies X , then it applies
another unitary operation U1 , another X , and so on up till UT . Thus A corresponds to a unitary
transformation
A = UT XUT ?1 X : : : XU1 XU0 :
Without loss of generality we x the initial state to j~0i, independent of X . The Ui are xed unitary
transformations independent of X . The nal state is thus a superposition Aj~0i which depends on
X only via the T query gates.
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3 Intuition
Before plunging into the technicalities of the proof let us brie y sketch the main idea, ignoring the
error probabilities for now. Suppose we have a quantum network S that uses T queries to determine
the step i of any ordered black-box X of N items. For ease of notation we assume N is a power of
2, so log N is an integer.
Suppose also that we are given a black-box Y of log N bits, and we want to determine its
contents. We can use S to do this, as follows. The sequence of bits in Y is the binary representation
of some number i 2 [0; N ? 1]. De ne X as the ordered black-box of size N where the step occurs
at position i: xj = 1 for j  i and xj = 0 for j > i. Running S on X would give us i, and hence
Y . Unfortunately we do not have the possibility to query X ; we can only query Y .
However, we can simulate an X -query using Y -queries. An X -query is basically a mapping from
a given number j to the bit xj , where xj = 1 i j  i. Both j and i are log N -bit numbers, and
the leftmost (= most signi cant) bit where their binary representations
p di er determines whether
j  i. Using Grover's algorithm we can nd this bit using roughlyp log N queries to Y (which
holds i), and hence learn xj . Thus we can simulate an X -query by log N Y -queries.
Now if we
p replace each of the T X -queries in S by such a simulation, we obtain a network with
roughly T  log N Y -queries that computes i (and hence the whole Y ). Knowing Y would enable
us for instance to compute the PARITY of Y (i.e. whether the number of 1s in Y is odd), for which
a lower bound of (log N )=2 Y -queries is known [BBC+ 98, FGGS98a]. Hence roughly
p
T  log N  log2N ;
and the lower bound on T follows. The following technical sections make this idea precise.

4 Simulating Queries to an Ordered Black-Box
Our lower bound proof uses three technical lemmas which we prove rst. The task of these lemmas
isp to show that we can approximately simulate an ordered black-box X with step at i, using roughly
log N queries to a black-box Y of log N bits that form the binary representation of i.
Since xj = 1 i j  i, we can simulate an X -query if we are able to determine whether j  i
for given j . By a result of Durr and Hyer [DH96], there is a bounded-error
quantum algorithm
p
that can nd the minimum element of a list of n items using O( n) queries. We can
p use this
to nd the leftmost bit where the binary representations of i and j di er, using O( log N ) Y queries, thus determining whether j  i. By standard techniques we can get the error probability
down to " = 1= log N by repeating the algorithm O(log log N ) times. We may assume without
loss of generality that this computation does not a ect the input j and does not use intermediate
measurements. Thus we obtain:

Lemma 1 There exists a quantum algorithm A that makes O(plog N log log N ) queries to a log N bit black-box Y , such that if Y represents the number i, then for every j 2 [0; N ? 1] A maps
jj; ~0i ! jj; xj ijVij i + jj; xj ijVij0 i;
where xj = 1 if j  i and xj = 0 if j > i, j j2  " = 1= log N , and Vij and Vij0 are unit-length
vectors that depend on i and j .
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If we want to simulate an X -query, we must make sure that the simulation does not leave
behind used non-zero workspace, since this may destroy interference later on. Thus we must
somehow \clean-up" the vector jVij i. The second lemma shows how to obtain an approximately
clean computation that uses no measurements (this is by now a standard technique and can be
found for instance in [BBBV97, CDNT98, BCW98]).

Lemma 2 Suppose A is a quantum algorithm that uses T Y -queries and for every j 2 [0; N ? 1]
maps

jj; ~0i ! jj; xj ijVij i + jj; xj ijVij0 i;

where j j2  " and Vij and Vij0 have unit length.
Then there exists a quantum algorithm A0 that uses 2T Y -queries and maps

jj; b; ~0i ! jj; b  xj ; ~0i + jj ijWijb i;
p
where k jWijb i k 2", for every i; j , and b 2 f0; 1g.
Proof The idea is the familiar \compute, copy answer, uncompute"-sequence. For ease of notation
we assume b follows the workspace ~0 instead of preceding it. Thus we can write

Ajj; ~0; bi = jj; xj ijVij ijbi + jj; xj ijVij0 ijbi:
Applying a controlled-not operation which XORs the answer bit into b, we get


jj; xj ijVij ijb  xj i + jj; xj ijVij0 ijb  xj i =


jj; xj ijVij i + jj; xj ijVij0 i jb  xj i + jj; xj ijVij0 ijb  xj i ? jj; xj ijVij0 ijb  xj i:

Applying A?1 I gives





jj; ~0ijb  xj i + (A?1 I ) jj; xj ijVij0 ijb  xj i ? jj; xj ijVij0 ijb  xj i :
Because A and hence also A?1 do not change j , this superposition can be written as

jj; ~0; b  xj i + jj ijWijb i;
for some vector jWijb i. Now

k jWijbi k = k jj ijWijb i k
(1)

(2)
= k (A?1 I ) jj; xj ijVij0 ijb  xj i ? jj; xj ijVij0 ijb  xj i k
= k jj; xj ijVij0 ijb  xj i ? jj; xj ijVij0 ijb  xj i k
(3)
q
= j j2 + j ? j 2
(4)
p
(5)
 2":
Here (1) holds because jj i has norm 1. Equality between (2) and (3) holds because A?1 I is

unitary and hence preserves norm. Equality between (3) and (4) holds because the two vectors
jj; xj ijVij0 ijb  xj i and jj; xj ijVij0 ijb  xj i in (3) have norm 1 and are orthogonal (they di er in the
last bit).
4

Accordingly, the quantum algorithm A0 which rst applies A, then XORs the answer-bit into b,
and then applies A?1 satis es the lemma.
2
We have now shown that we can \cleanly" simulate the operation of black-box X on a basis
state jj; b; ~0i. It remains to show that the simulation also works well on superpositions of basis
states. The next lemma proves this, using an idea from [CDNT98].

Lemma 3 Let X and Xe be unitary transformations such that
X : jj; b; ~0i ! jj; b  xj ; ~0i
Xe : jj; b; ~0i ! jj; b  xj ; ~0i + jj ijWijb i
p
P
If k jWijb i k " for every i; j; b and ji = j;b jb jj; b; ~0i has norm 1, then k X ji ? X~ ji k " 2.
Proof
X
(6)
k X ji ? X~ ji k = k
jb jj ijWijb i k
= k


=



j;b
X

j 0 jj ijWij 0 i +

X

j 1 jj ijWij 1 i k
X
k
j 0 jj ijWij 0 i k + k
j 1 jj ijWij 1 i k
j
j
sX
sX
2
2
j j0j k jj ijWij0 i k +
j j1j2 k jj ijWij1 i k2
j
j
sX
sX
"
j j0j2 + " 
j j1j2
j
j
j
X

j

p
 " 2:

(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)

The step from (7)Pto (8) is the triangle inequality. The step from (8) to (9) holds because
the
P
2+
j
j
j
j
ij
W
i
are
all
orthogonal.
The
last
inequality
holds
because
states
j
j
ij
W
i
in
j
0
jb
ijb
ijb
j
j p
p
p
P
2
2
j j j 1 j = 1 and a + 1 ? a  2 for all a 2 [0; 1].

5 Lower Bound for Ordered Search

Theorem p1 A bounded-error quantum algorithm for search of an ordered list of N items must use
at least ( log N= log log N ) queries.

Proof Suppose we have a bounded-error network S for search that uses T queries to nd the step

i hidden in an ordered black-box X . Since log N queries are sucient for this (classical binary
search), we can assume T  log N . We will show how we can get from S to a network Se that
determines the whole
p contents of an arbitrary black-box Y of log N bits with high probability,
using only T  O( log N log log N ) queries to Y . This would allow us to compute the PARITYfunction of Y (i.e. whether or not Y contains odd many 1s) with small error probability. Since we
have a (log N )=2 lower bound for the latter ([BBC+ 98, Proposition 6.4] and [FGGS98a]), we have
p
T  O( log N log log N )  log N ;
2

5

from which the theorem follows.
So let Y be an arbitrary black-box of log N bits. It represents a number i 2 f0; : : : ; N ? 1g.
Let X = (x0 ; : : : ; xN ?1 ) be the ordered black-box with step at i, so xj = 1 i j  i. The network
S , when allowed to make queries to X , outputs the number i with high probability. X maps

jj; b; ~0i ! jj; b  xj ; ~0i:
Since
xj = 1 i j  i, Lemmas 1 and 2 imply that there is a quantum network Xe that uses
p
O( log N log log N ) queries to Y and maps

jj; b; ~0i ! jj; b  xj ; ~0i + jj ijWijb i;
where k jWijbi k = log N for all i; j; b, for some small xed  of our choice ( = 0:1 suces).
LetpSe be obtained from S by replacing all T X -gates by Xe -networks. Note that Se contains
to S .
T  O( log N log log N ) queries to Y . Consider the way Se acts on initial state j~0i, compared
p
Each replacement of X by Xe introduces an error, but each of these errors is at most  2= log N in
Euclidean norm by Lemma 3. Using the triangle inequality and the unitarity of the transformations
in S and Se, it is easy to show that these T errors add at most linearly (see for instance [BBBV97,
p.1515]). Hence the nal states after S and Se will be close together:

p
p
k S j~0i ? Sej~0i k T 2= log N   2:
Since observing the nal state S j~0i yields the number i with high probability, observing Sej~0i will
also yield i with high probability. Thus the network Se allows us to learn i and hence the whole
black-box Y .
2
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